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Tool Day at the Mercer Museum
by Bob Garay
his would be my second trip to the Mercer
Museum Tool Day. I was to go along with Herb
Kean and his son Steve, who was visiting from
Maine. We got an early start so after crossing the
Delaware River, we stopped at a small flea market to
browse for a few tools. The three of us split up and each
took a row to scout for tools. When I got to the end of
my row Herb stopped by and we both agreed nothing
was to be found and we should be on our way. As Herb
and I got to the truck his son came beaming over saying
something in the tune of "I still have it". When I asked
what he meant he took out from behind his back a long
piece of metal looking like a fencing foil. Herb
immediately wanted to see the find and recognized it as
a rare ratchet bow for a drill. This started our tool day in
a fine manner.
By the time we got there it had turned into a
beautiful warm autumn day. There was a tent set up as
an annex to the museum where we were to present and
display our tools. Herb was giving a presentation on
collecting antique tools for the beginner and I was going
to demonstrate woodturning on my little treadle lathe.
Cory Amsler came out to greet us and showed us where
to set up. As I glanced around I saw some of the other
presenters also setting up. The smell of coffee attracted
me to the kitchen and I met some of the presenters for a
brief introduction.
Back outside in the tent I was immediately drawn to
the presentation by George Lott. George had built a lathe
about fifteen years ago while he was living in the
Shenandoah Valley of Virginia. It is based on one that

T

Herb Kean's display table

1s m the metal shop of the Getty House on Duke of
Gloucester Street, Colonial Williamsburg. Roy Underhill
included a drawing of it in one of his books and this became
the primary source material for the basic structure. Bits and
pieces of the finished product that was finally produced also
came from Fine Woodworking Magazine (Treadle Lathe
build your own by Jim Rickey) and Nicholson's 1815 edition ,
of his book. George related that all of the wood came from
an Old Order Mennonite saw mill.
(continued on page 4)
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Speaker's Profile
Mastery Marquetry by David Gordon

Collectors of Rare and Familiar Tools Society
of New Jersey
President ... : . . . . . . . . . . JOE HAUCK, Lebanon
Vice President . . . . . . . . . GREG WELSH, Califon
Secretary ............ DON KAHN, Hackensack
Treasurer ......... JACK WHELAN, Murray Hill
The purpose of CRAFTS of New Jersey is to encourage interest in early trades and industries, and in
the identification, study, preservation and exhibition of
tools and implements used and made in New Jersey as
an integral part of our heritage.
Membership in CRAFTS is open to anyone who shares
the above interests. Annual dues per person or couple
are fifteen dollars for the membership year of July I
through June 30. Membership fees may be sent to the
Treasurer: John Whelan, 38 Colony Court, Murray
Hill, NJ 07974 (write check payable to Crafts of New
Jersey).

On Saturday, April 22, 2001, you can shake off that
day-after the auction lethargy by coming to the
CRAFTS meeting for a Marquetry demonstration by
craftsman Daniel Gordon. Marquetry is the art of
cutting and arranging veneers, or thin slices of wood, to
create intricate patterns and designs. Woodworkers use
the wood's natural color and grain to create designs and
pictures much in the same way that a painter uses paint.
Gordon, who has been practicing his art for twelve
years, creates furniture with intricate patterns of six to
ten exotic wood veneers. His goal is, "to make
marquetry more than a decorative art: it is to make it an
art, period." The gifted craftsman has worked on
commissions for Jim Henson Productions and
Steinway. He will have samples of his work on hand
and will explain the techniques of cabinetmaking and
marquetry.

CRAFTS of NJ meets at the HOST Masonic Lodge,
High Bridge. Take l-78 to Route 31 exit at Clinton.
Go north on Rte. 31 two miles to second traffic light at
the High Bridge exit. Tum right and go about half a
mile to Dennis Ave. Tum left, then straight to the
Masonic Lodge (on the left). Tailgate sales in the
parking lot begin at 12 P.M.; meeting starts at I P.M.

The TOOL SHED
Published five times a year for members of CRAFTS
of New Jersey. Managing Editor: Bob Garay, 147
Dupont Ave, Hopatcong, NJ 07843 takeadip@att.net
Production editor: Stuart Shippey, 251 Hillside Ave.,
Chatham, NJ 07928-1732. Articles, especially about
early tools and trades, are encouraged and may be sent
to the Managing Editor. Please send legible handwritten or typed text, or a PC disk with Word Perfect®,
MS-Word® or ascii file, FAX: 973701-2050 or e-mail:
stushippey@prodigy'.net

© CRAFTS of New Jersey 2001

CRAFTS 2001 Calendar of Events
April 21 - CRAFTS Auction, Flemington, NJ.
April 22 - CRAFTS meeting, High Bridge, NJ.
June

3 - CRAFTS meeting, High Bridge, NJ.

Sept. 9 - CRAFTS Picnic, Lamington, N.J.

CRAFTS Website

http://craftsofnj. org
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Union Hill Antique Tools
Collectible Too1s for the Connoisseur at:

http://www. tooltimer .com
Your Satisfaction Guaranteed!
· Free tool collector·s database
· Interesting tool articles
· Type studies
· and morel
Steve Johnson
4521 243rd Ave. NE
Redmond, WA 98053
tooltimer@.msn.com
425-868-1532 (voice and fax)

PRES ID EN'"r'S
CORNER
No, the mailman wasn't late, but the printer did run
into some problems, so the Too/Shed arrived late. I
received mine on Saturday. The meeting was well
attended in spite of this. Fortunately, someone ran into
Ken Vliet at a flea market Sunday morning and
reminded him that the meeting was that day. Imagine a
CRAFTS meeting without coffee and snacks. When in
doubt check the website.
This issue of the Too/Shed welcomes Bob Garay as
our new editor. I want to thank Hank Allen for all the
great issues he has brought us over the last seven years.
Hank has agreed to take on the management of our
website so we can expect to see more changes there
going forward .
I hope those who did attend the February meeting
learned as much about using the Stanley 55 and 45 as I
did. James Travis did a great job of explaining the
critical factors in making the plane work the way it was
intended. I now know why the cam steady is such an
important part in getting good results. I will also have to
start working on getting a mirror finish on the back of all
my blades.
I didn't check my E-mail before the meeting. Ifl had
I would have been able to relate for Jack Whelan the
Treasurer's report, so here it is $25,520 with
membership at 509 (510 counting the person who joined
at the meeting). Jack also advises that there will be a
juried exhibition of crafts to be held by the Museum of
Early Trades and Crafts, from July 14, 2001 through
Feb. 3, 2002. There is a $ 1000 prize, applications are
available from Jack.
Finding tools has been slow going for me. The latest
one I purchased was an old hunting tool, an Ithaca side
by side 12-gauge shotgun. It was made in 1889 and cost
as much as I would pay for a typical toted plow plane.
The craftsmanship on the metal and wood parts is quite
similar to what we see on better tools. I am going to
attempt to restore it so, I hope there will be some
checkering tools the CRAFTS April auction. You. all
received a copy of the flyer so, no excuses, mark the date
on your calendar, and put the poster up in a local antique
shop. Remember CRAFTS sale is the number two tool
auction in the country, therefore we try harder. I'll see
you there, until then good hunting.
Welcome to new members.
Joe

Your New Editor
Bob Garay
I have been interested in tools since age ten, when
I took a shop course during the summer at the YMCA.
During high school I was attracted to the Industrial
Arts courses which allowed me to enjoy the day and
also learn how to make and fix technology. My father
had a strong influence on me as he would pick up
furniture in need of repair and fix them in our little
home shop. He would drag my brothers and I to
auctions and ·flea markets to buy and sell items. As a
child I was dragged to the Englishtown flea market.
He would give my brothers and I a couple of dollars
and allowed us to get lost for the day. I still enjoy
getting lost at Englishtown. As a teenager, I remember
he had an inside stand at the Lambertville antique
market. I believe these early influences have a strong
affect on my present interest in collecting antique
tools.
·
I entered the Navy in 1971 during the Vietnam
War. I was lucky to have . a strong technical
background and was assigned to work on repair ships
fixing submarines. I was certified as a high-pressure
welder and enjoyed the Navy life as a specialist. After
six years in the Navy I used the GI Bill to attend
college becoming an Industrial Arts teacher. I went to
college at the University Of Hawaii, spending four
years there. Missing our families we decided to return
home to Lake Hopatcong, New Jersey. My daughter
of thirteen has joined my interest of tools by collecting
plumb bobs. It has been a joy watching her at the
CRAFTS picnic chewing down the prices for some
great deals even I couldn't get. My twenty-year-old
son thinks I am crazy to get up early on weekends to
go tool hunting. My wife supports my hobby and even
lets me hang vintage tools on the walls. I have now
been teaching in the Randolph Schools for eighteen
years and still enjoy the kids tremendously. I have
been blessed to be able to mix my work with my
interests. I am also lucky to have been introduced to
CRAFTS four years ago by the Chudley brothers.
They introduced me to Herb Kean and my tool life has
never been the same. Herb and I have developed a
relationship as mentor-apprentice. I try to soak up as
much as I can from the master. I look forward to
becoming a good editor of the Toolshed, but Hank
Allen and the other past editors leave big shoes to fill.
Being sort ofnew at collecting tools I look forward to
working with some of the knowledgeable personalities
in our arena. The chance to visit you, my fellow tool
collectors, and make friendships is the reason I agreed
to become editor. I hope you can assist me with this
large responsibility in the future.
THE TOOL SHED - APRIL 2001
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Tool Day at the Mercer Museum
by Bob Garay (continued from page 1)
At last count, it contained no fewer than five different kinds of
wood: Cucumber for the larger dimension timbers, Poplar,
Cherry, Red Oak, and Pin Oak. He used bronze and maple
bushings on all of the moving parts. The puppets are held in
place with wooden wedges. A machinist friend made the
headstock and wheel crank. The tailstock uses a modified
carriage bolt for the dead center. Although he has used the lathe
to make a number of different things (a three foot finial for an
out building, tool handles, wine rack replacement parts, cabriole
legs for a small table, etc.) his primary focus has been the
th
making ofbagpipes - specifically, Scottish smallpipes. Since 18
Century pipe makers would have used local woods, George has
stuck to that tradition. His first set was made of cherry and
persimmon. His most recent set is of pear and boxwood.
As a result of his focus on instrument making (he has also
made a set of Swedish bagpipes) he has had to do a fair amount
of research into techniques and special tooling. Moxon's
Mechanick Exercises has been most helpful and he has copied
one of his "Collers" (page 193) for the purpose of end boring
material. More recently he has reproduced an open cylinder
chuck from Mercers' Ancient Carpenters' Tools which enables
him to reproduce the support mountings found on the various
bagpipe components.
George was busy making these bagpipe parts all day and
explaining his lathe work. When I asked ifl could give the lathe
a try he was more than willing to let me have a go at it. At first
it was a little tricky but after a few minutes the foot and the hand
started to work together and chips were flying. The large
flywheel really builds up some momentum and keeps the
workpiece spinning smoothly. I thanked George and moved on
to learn more from other collectors.
Looking to fill my appetite for collectible handtools I
strolled over to an exhibit put on by Walter Jacobs. Walter is one
of the premiere Stanley collectors in the world and today he had
a fine crossection of tools manufactured by Leonard Bailey, A.
Stanley & Co., Hall & Knapp and the Stanley Rule & Level Co.
They were displayed in a chronological order from 1850 to
1898. The exhibit attempted to show the change of tool design
and the improvements thereof in the time range. One of the early
tools was Leonard Baileys' original 1855 Patent Scraper Plane,
which is the forerunner of the Bailey plane, as we know it today.
Another of Walters' sparklers was the Charles Millers' Patent
Plow & Filletster Plane manufactured by Stanley in 1871. This
plane launched Stanley into the combination plane business.
Tools of this caliber are not easy to come by and to see so many
on one table was a treat for the eyes. The exhibit included early
rules, some of which
were made by A .
Stanley & Co. before
the merger with Hall &
Knapp in 1857. One of
the most unusual tools
of the exhibit was an
early Hall & Knapp/
Stanley try square with
a double-plated head

Stanley 42 Plane
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with a level: Variety

Walter Jacobs' display table
was abundant showing that rules & levels were not the only tools
in Stanleys' product line. There were such things as ladies
stocking lasts and button gauges shown as well as Augustus
Stanley's' Patent Brace of 1870. Several different forms of early
tack hammers and marking gauges showed the diversity of the
line. A Stanley No. 74 Floor Plane with a long handle (1884)
projected upward from the table hovering there to warn off any
hands who wanted to pick up these sparklers. All in all it was an
interesting portrayal of the tools of the day.

Don Wallace with a Whatsit
While engaged with Walter Jacobs' display Don Wallace
began his presentation on Whatsit tools. For the fifth year in a
row Don keeps improving his Whatsit presentation, by keeping
it interesting, informative, and entertaining. He has also been
demonstrating the offshoots and dangers that can develop from
tool collecting. Last year he displayed statuettes of craftsmen
and women at their work, plus a few of his favorite things, tools.
All of the tools he brought are now the property of the Historical
Society of Haddonfield, New Jersey, where he has donated over
3000 tools and late whatsits, with each tool having a story to tell.
This year his own collection of five calf-weaning devises was
added to the Historical Society, one with six-inch long, pointed
iron spikes set in leather. The presentation was further
augmented by a very fine and ingenious, spring-loaded, iron
weaner with a nice patina brought in by Allentown collector,
Don Werley, a CRAFTS charter member.

After listening to Don I was really into
seeing something different. This was easy
with the exhibit that Ann Rokita had put
together on Kitchen tools. Ann collects
kitchen tools because she is intrigued with
the mechanical mechanisms. When I showed
some interest in them she informed me I
could play with them and try their operation.
After trying a few she asked me if I knew
what they were. I stumbled for a while and
looked dumbfounded at her and said I did
not know. She informed me they were
cherry pitters. What neat kitchen tools. Their
mechanical nature made me appreciate the
inventiveness of our early toolmakers. There
are many different styles, some even
adjustable to the size of the cherries. Few
were dated, the oldest one was .dated 1863,
while most are from the tum of the century.
Some makers were from Philadelphia, PA.
Baltimore, MD., Antrim, NH. and St. Louis,
MO. There were five different types just
from the Mt. Joy, PA. area. These were
made by the University Hardware Works,
Rollman Mfg. Company, New Standard
Hardware Works, and the New Standard
Ann Rokita's
Corp. Ann explained that the children would
clean and dry the pits, then put them in a little cloth bag (like a
bean bag), and play games. On cold nights they would heat up
these bags, as the pits would retain the heat, and put them under
the covers when they went to sleep to keep warm. It was great
trying out the different types and figuring out how they worked.
No wonder people understood mechanics better in the old days;
they could see it in action. Not like today's boxed up mass
produced kitchen tools.

Ken Hopfel's display table

Across from Ann was CRAFTS
member Ken Hopfels' display with the
theme of Early Pennsylvania Saddle and
Harness tool makers. This display included
a complete inventory of hand tools from a
Lancaster PA Saddler and Harness maker.
These tools remained in their original
condition as when last laid down on his
workbench almost 100 years ago. Among
the items were Gomph, Osborne and
Rosecrans rosewood handled edgers,
cherry pitter
burnishers and stitch wheels. Harness
threads and needles in their original labeled containers along
with the saddler's ledger, letterhead and name stamp were
among the contents of the tool chest. There was a display of
saddler and harness tools by various Pennsylvania makers;
T.Adams, H.Huber, W.Rose, H.Disston, English&Huber, and
Rosecrans. On display was an all-brass 1872 patented draw
gauge by J.Sweesy from Elizabethville, PA. This unique gauge
has the provisions of making single or multiple cuts for leather

T. Adams leather working tools
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straps. This tool appears to be a great item for making fringe and
buggy whips. There was also an 1867 J. Yeager patented leather
trimmer with H.Huber cutters. Manufactured by Henry Huber,
this device trims leather off the corners on narrow strips of
leather making them round in shape. This process was intended
for the manufacture of horse fly netting lace or similar uses. On
view were leather skivers and splitters by Crawford & Hathorn,
English & Goodsell, Bursch, A. Crawford, Osborne, an 1826
patented model by Atken and a M 1873 Cavalry Saddlers leather
toolbox. As always, Ken was more than happy to talk in length
about his tools and explain their uses.

Axe
Another favorite display I like to view is the New Jersey
collection of Alex Farnham. He always seems to have an
interesting assortment of tools with new acquisitions on display.
Outstanding among the tools this year was a hoe marked
J.J.PEER, ROCKAWAY N.J. This is the only tool that Alex has
found with this mark. Another extremely rare New Jersey tool
was a large auger marked D.WILLET, MENDHAM. Alex has
seen no other tool by David Willet into which the name of the
town where he worked is stamped. A gig used to spear fish or
eels and a shoe-last jack, both marked by George F. Green who
was a blacksmith at various locations in Hunterdon County, is
the only tools of his that appear to exist. A saw made by

Richardson Brothers of Newark had an eagle and the date 1867
on its brass button. A tenon saw marked S.KENNEDY /
TRENTON was made around 1850, which is fairly early for an
American manufactured saw. Alex also had edge tools by
McKinnon of Rockaway, a saw by E.M.Boynton, a splitting
machine by Aaron Crawford, and leather tools by Joseph
English and C.S.Osborne&Co. One tool of interest to many was
a strange axe stamped A.WILLIAMS, which is believed to have
been made in Newark. Befitting for the day Alex's wife,
Barbara, was demonstrating how the spinning wheel was used
to make the cloth housewives would then use for the families
clothing.
There was much more to see this day but I had to get back
to my area and demonstrate my threadle lathe. I had hoped to
allow some children to try turning a piece of wood. I was happy
to see some children present and coaxed them into turning.
Being small in size the Goodall lathe is perfect for youngsters.
I think this lathe was probably made for children years ago to
introduce them into lathe work. I had some walnut stock on hand
and assisted the eager children in turning small baseball bats.
The youngsters who undertook the endeavor walked away with
a product of their design. I thoroughly enjoyed the day and look
forward to next years tool day. I hope you can make it. The
combination of presenters coupled with the tour of the Mercer
Museum is a great tool day indeed.

Bob Garay at treadle lathe

Barbara Farnham spinning wool
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MARCUS B. TIDEY - Planemaker, Inventor, Manufacturer
by Bob Garay
remember seeing a Tidey beveling plane in the
CRAFTS auction a few years back and was amazed
at the complexity of the tool. I also remember seeing
a Tidey Patent wood bench plane. Not wanting to take it
apart, I was curious about the patent it had for the iron
adjustment. I have come to realize you have to look in
the throat to see the metal plate that incorporates the iron
adjustment mechanism. I had also heard of the Tidey
name mentioned as a New Jersey toolmaker and
wondered what he had made and where he had worked.
This all came to a head when a fellow CRAFT member
said he had gotten a box of paperwork from the Tidey

I

Marcus B. Tidey

Tidey beveling plane

estate at a flea market. I was curious as to what mysteries
these papers could unfold. Included in this article was
the obituary of April 7, 1901 from the Newark Sunday
Call newspaper. Reading this only intrigued me to find
out more about Marcus B. Tidey. The article states that
his parents moved into the Canada wilderness where
Marcus learned mechanics from his father who was a
civil engineer. Here he must have also learned about
wood and woodworking as his father owned and
operated a lumber
mill. At the age of
nineteen Marcus
set off on his own
and moved to
Dundee, NY.
There he learned
and worked for a
planemaker
business. Five
years later at the
age of twenty four
he obtained his
first invention

patent for a beveling plane that cuts a bevel on both comers
of a work piece at once. Shortly after this his belongings
were destroyed by fire and he moved to Ithaca, NY. Here is
where he patented his plane design for securing and adjusting
plane irons. Probably discouraged with the profits from his
plane making inventions he quickly turned his inventive
mind to the table saw. Working with his father at the saw
mill probably gave him some insight into how important the
table saw was to become in the manufacturing process.
In 1857 Marcus B.
Tidey moved to Newark,
NJ to open his new table
saw manufacturing
business. His business was
located at 80 Warren St.
Over the years he
produced improvements in
the table saw and was
granted over thirty
patents. It is this business
that the box of letters I
acquired from my friend
included. Marcus B. Tidey Tidey nameplate with logo
seems to be the inventor
of the modem day table saw. If not the inventor he was a
major inventor of its various forms used by early industries.
In 1890 Tidey employed eighteen workers. His two sons
worked for him and apparently understood the business.
They shared the responsibility of operating the
manufacturing departments with a man only named as Keil.

Front view of Tidey beveling plane
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here
and
abroad. Even
the Diamond
Toy Corporation wanted
Tidey's saws as
it wrote, "We
are in desperate
need of some
novelty saws
preferably ten
Wood-top modern table saw, circa 1880
inches in diaIt was his son Marcus Jr. that took over the business
meter." When
upon his death in 1901. His Newark NJ business was
showing the
expanded when he leased a New York business office. It
pictures to my
Pedestal saw
was his machines that propelled the US and other
brother, he said
countries along their way in the Industrial Age. His
he saw a Tidey saw like the one pictured in a lumberyard in
various designs of table saws were sold and used across
north Jersey just a few years ago. This saw was pulled out
this country and many others. In
like a radial arm saw with a counter
reading through over thirty letters of
weight above for making crosscuts. Many
correspondence from his company's
of his earlier saws had wooden tops and
estate it becomes evident how
cast bases. The John Hewitt Foundry
widespread his machines were used.
Company of 18-30 Sherman Ave.
The Tidey company often included a
Newark, NJ, did some of the forging of
warranty that an operator of one of
the bases. Special order saw blades were
his specialty machines would tum
purchased from E.C.ATKINS &
out two to three times the amount of
COMPANY. Orders for 14" - 16" rip,
work currently done on one of their
crosscut, and miter saw blades cost about
best machines they presently employ
$6.00 to $7.00 dollars each.
or they do not have to pay for the
During the last ten years of his life
machine. It has to be understood that
Marcus Tidey was an invalid. During
in the past, items were packaged and
these years his mind stayed clear, and he
shipped in wooden boxes or crates.
.
.
was constantly sending to the pattern
Thus most manufacturing companies
Five-blade gang saw, circa 1880
maker plans for new devices, up to within
needed some type of saw to assist in construction of
three days of his death. The World War had its toll on the
these lock comer boxes. Companies like the Joseph
Tidey Manufacturing Company, as did new technologies.
Dixon Crucible Co. of Jersey City or Bloomingdales of
Could it be that Marcus Tidey himself was not there to
New York, outfitted their packing departments with
innovate the saw into the home workshop?
swing cut off and rip saws or circular combination saws
to package their products. Tidey made saws for the cigar
industries shipping them to Cuba, Florida, South
America and even India. The cigar business was
booming during this time and the Tidey saw was used to
equip the cigar box factory. The automobile industry was
just starting to form and his saws were integral machines
in the coach and automobile factory. The French Motor
Body Company, Inc. and the Carrosserie D' Automobile
Company both of New York employed his saws in coach
and automobile fabrication. The Firestone Tire & Rubber
Company ordered a sander used in the buffing of rubber
threads to replace the wire wheel it used which it said
did not perform satisfactory.
The US military was a large purchaser of the Tidey
saws as ships still had much of its construction of wood.
The Army used his saws for the construction of its bases
Overhead motor crosscut saw
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Book Review
Planemakers of Western
Pennsylvania and Environs,
by Charles W. Prine, Jr.
117 pages, soft cover, 8 ½" by 11 ", many photos

Distributed by Astragal Press. $19.95
Don't get fooled by the title.
It's not just chronology of
craftsmen. It's a wonderful mix of
history, human interest, and
product description - of men that
jump off the pages as "next door
neighbors". Beautifully done in
heavy gloss paper and superb
photography, it intrigues not only
the avid plane collector but almost
anyone interested in the history of
our country. It shows Pittsburgh as
the gateway for our nation's
westward expansion. It is a laborof-love by a man that has devoted
over 25 years to collecting and
researching planes in western
Pennsylvania.
Chuck Prine's historical
philosophy shines through in
almost every chapter. He believes
that, unfortunately, histories tend
to concentrate mostly on events and the biographies of
political and business leaders, largely ignoring the
tradesmen - the backbone of the pioneer community. He

agrees with the statement that, "The story of man can best
be understood in the development of his tools." So Chuck
set about to combine the stories of the men and the tools
they produced. He details the various types of planes, and
shows photos in almost all cases.
For those who are more chart oriented, he has a timeline chart of all the planemakers that are discussed in the
following chapters. It shows each man's working dates and
his connections to other planemakers.
He then gives a chapter by chapter insight into each of
these pioneers. Starting with
William Scott (working dates
1802-1843) he explains the "hard
times" he faced, and describes and
displays his planes. Then a chapter
on Walter Lithgow, who led troops
in the War of 1812, - his deeds, his
notes, his planes. Then M.Ellis and
the first plane advertisement in the
area. Next William Evens, a
planemaker and a professor of
music, with early sash planes.
Then James Swetrnan, an import
from England and Canada, who
stamped his planes with the price!
Other connections to Cincinnati
and Baltimore are shown with
William Hughes, Samuel
Richmond, Benjamin King, and
John Barkley.
He piques your curiosity with
a chapter on planes stamped
Lindenberger/Pitt. Was he the son
of John Lindenberger? A story about Thomas Clark, a
runaway apprentices, who became one of Pittsburgh's
finest planemakers. And John Boyd, who became a Town
Squire; William Steele, an
inventor and entrepreneur; and
Allen Wallace, a Flume Stock
Maker. (You'll have to get the
book to find out what this
1i,ro
p!iwo·
'!ht /'nm: CoUu·:ion wnr
curious occupation was.) Mr.
ntdd~- b,,. C. S. 1~-i,s IJ<m•,1
1h«fi1"1t
Prine finishes with a flurry of
pl(me gn:mu:d to Nu:.anf
K.n~twfe.'f by .-ht· U.S: f'mfnt
interesting
makers and Societies
Ojfic,• in 18-17,
that all have photos of the
unusual planes that they made.
Throughout the book are
vignettes of both history and
planemaking. It makes
interesting reading even for a
non-plane collector. It is 117
pages of men, planes, and how
America became great.
tllt"(! irl'>ff
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Herb Kean
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Just When You Think You've Seen It All
About a year ago I received a call from a fell ow that
told me he had "a slew of levels". We have all had such
calls, and we know the percentage of them that tum out to
be nothing. But we live in hope, so I went over to look at
his "slew".

The slew amounted to six; two without vials, one that
a hungry mouse had for lunch, and three other cheapies.
He immediately perceived my disdain and grabbed the
only one of the bunch that was saleable (a Stanley No.0),
and gave me a forlorn sales pitch. "Look at the stuff this
one has on its side, that ought to be worth something".
Stuff on the side, what the devil was he talking about? But
there it was: an anodized pair of aluminum plates, an onoff switch and a nametag. Wow!, could it be one of the
illuminating levels?

Nope, no light anywhere, so I looked at the nameplate
to get a clue. A nice neat commercial plate that read:
Designed and developed by/ AMERICAN FOUNDATION
FOR THE BLIND/New York, N.Y.
My first reaction was that this was one of those joke
gifts, where someone takes a label from something else
and puts it on the gift. However, it seemed that they went
to a lot of trouble, as the anodized plates had some Braille
scotch taped to it. Could it be real? What would a blind
man be doing with a level? ............ And so started a quest
that prompted the title of this article.
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Once the level was disassembled, it was easy enough
to see that: 1) it was truly a level for the blind, and 2) it
was modified by Stanley to the specifications of the
American Foundation For The Blind. In the factory cutout
pockets were, a battery, two mercury gravity-vial switches,
and a buzzer. The wires were broken, and the solder joints
were corroded. But a little cleaning and soldering had the
level buzzing away. Only when it was dead level, and both
mercury switches were in their inoperative positions, did
this baby shut up. At the slightest tilt, one or the other of
the mercury switches activated the buzzer.
One last thing to do. Figure out what the Braille said.
I went to the Internet and found the Braille alphabet and
it's sounding combinations. Nothing worked. Living near
the Seeing Eye Foundation, I decided to run over and let

them read it. A Mr. David Loux (manager of Field
Operations) came to the lobby with his dog and greeted me
as ifhe could see me. He heard of the level and made a call
to the Foundation. It certainly was real, "even though it
never worked out as they had wished". He easily read the
Braille, which said, "CARPENTER'S LEVEL". The reason
I couldn't read it was because a" sighted person", probably
working in the Stanley plant, taped it on upside down.
And now the big question, what was a blind person
doing with a level? The answer shocked me. Here it is:
After the Vietnam War, the U.S. Government decided
to help the handicapped Vets by providing classes to put
them in gainfully employed situations. They used the word
situations, rather than jobs, as in many cases they could

never actually hold
an industrial job.
But they might be
able to make a
living on their own.
Carpentry was one
of the classes.
One of the
shocks that I
received was the
equipment that they
were trained on,
and eventually
used: drill press,
sander, router,
lathe, band saw, and .
what was the most
unbelievable--- a
table saw, and a
jointer! The Rehab
Center that I am
describing was in
Birmingham,
Alabama in 1988,
but no longer exists.
I could not
believe what I was
hearing, so I called
one of the last
remaining blind woodworkers that went to this Rehab
Center and got the word directly from the horse's mouth.
Mr. Robert West (Washington, GA) filled me in, and
provided me
with pictures of
what he makes.
They
are
included in this
article.
Bob told me
of the special
rules
and
equipment he
uses, and how
he goes about
using table saws
etc. It's just plain
common sense,
and it works.
Click rules,
notch rules, jigs,
duplicators,
stops, templates,
etc. all provide
him the safety
and accuracy

that he needs. His son helps with the assembly, particularly
of the large stuff like chest-of-drawers and beds.
He told me one thing that has stuck with me more than
anything else. Blind woodworkers have fewer accidents
than sighted woodworkers do, because they never lose
their concentration!! An interesting and accurate point.
Those of us, who have not yet lost a knuckle, should
remember it.
Tools have never ceased to amaze me. Here is just one
more example of a tool that appeared - just when you think
you've seen it all.
AUTHOR'S NOTE: Although I came to agree that
blind people can do woodworking, I never fully
understood what any of these shop woodworkers
needed with a level. After the article was written,
I was surprised to find out that nearby, in Wayne,
New Jersey, was a house that had been built
predominately by a blind man! In fact a book
(THE HOUSE THE BLIND MAN BUILT, in the
Wayne Public Library) and some newspaper
articles were written exclusively about this house.
Doris and I visited the house and talked to its
residents. It is absolutely amazing! I also received
a print of Francis A. Burdett and all his tools, who
at age 63 and totally blind, built most of this very
nice house. Truth is definitely stranger than
fiction.

EDITOR's NOTE
In the June issue, Herb will devote his column to a
fully-illustrated article on a long-time puzzle concerning
the mechanics of wooden planes. AND he will offer a
solution.
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Tool Events
NEW WOOD PLANE ORGANIZATION
The Society for the Preservation and Study of American
Wooden Planes is now open for membership. The society is
looking for new members who are interested in the exchange of
information pertaining to wood planes. Membership includes
four issues of the Family Baldwin Journal filled with interesting
articles and information relating to planes. For more information
contact Mark Thompson at PO Box 152, New Milford, NJ
07646-0152 or email him at woodenpln@aol.com

April 6-7: 18 th International Antique Tool Auction and Dealer
Sale Location: Radisson Inn Camp Hill, PA. Description:
Dealer sale with over 100 selected tool dealers from around the
country and overseas. The Dan Connolly Auction. Over 700 lots
of hand tools and instruments. Color catalog available in March
2001. See web page: www.FineToolJ.com

April 21: CRAFTS Spring Tool Auction: 2001
Elk's Club on Route 31 Flemington, NJ. Auction
starts at 9:30 AM; lots are available for inspection
beginning at 7:30 AM. Tailgating begins when the
first dealer arrives. Contact: www.craftsofnj.org. For
more info, call Greg Welsh (908) 439-3266 or
glwelsh@aol.com,or Steve Zlucky (908) 534-2710.

David Stanley Auctions: Color catalogs include full
descriptions, condition, and estimated price. Contact: The
Mechanic Workbench P.O. Box 420 Marion, MA 02738 Tel.
(508)748-1680
Email wingmechwb@mediaone.net or
Tools@davidstanley.com Website www.davidstanley.com

International Auctions
General Auctions:
Catalog 3 7 Sat. March 31 2001 .... May 19,200 l
Catalog 38 Sat. Sept. 29, 2001 ..... Aug. 1, 2001
. ....... ... ... . ...... Nov. 17,2001

19th International Antique Tool Auction & Dealer Sale
Oct. 19, 2001 Antique Dealer Sale
Oct. 20, 2001 Antique Tool Auction
Holiday Inn East, Harrisburg, PA. Dealer sale with over
100 selected tool dealers from around the country and overseas.
The Dan Connolly Auction. Over 750 lots of antique and vintage
hand tools and instruments. Color catalog available in September
2001. See web page: www.FineToolJ.com

CRAFTS Auction Sparkler
Pike & Dean's Patent Plane

April 27-28: Live Free or Die Antique Tool Auction, Holiday
Inn, Nashua, New Hampshire. Contact: Martin J. Donnelly (800)
869-0695or web site: mjd@mjdtools.com
May 19: Spicer Tool Auction: North Kingstown, RI. Call Bill
Spicer (401)295-0339
May 4-5: Witte's Antiques, Inc. Listed Auction & Tool Show:
Indianapolis IN. Contact Tom Witte (616) 668-4161 Email:
j dearth@net-link.net
May30-June 2: E.A.I.A. Annual Meeting Lancaster, PA

Fine Tool Journal Auction Schedule 2001
June 3, 2001, September 9, 2001, December 2, 2001
This absentee auction is a service of the Fine Tool Journal.
The auction catalog is offered with each issue of the journal and
is mailed out one month in advance of the sale. The average
auction is 500 lots and includes a wide variety of items for
everyone. For information contact Clarence Blanchard at (800)
248-8114 or see the journal web page at www.FinetooU.com
June 14,15,16, MWTCA Association Meetings, Battle Creek
MI. Lars Larson 313-382-0594 or Mike Slasinski 517-781-1152
Aug. 31- Sept. 1: The Biggest Tool Show West Of the MidWest
Sheraton Uptown Hotel, 2600 Louisiana Blvd.,
Albuquerque, NE (505) 881-000 Presented By: The Rocky
Mountain, Southwest and P.A.S.T. Tool Collectors, For
additional information call Bill McDougall (505) 344-9272
12
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Here is one of the interesting sparklers going into the
CRAFTS auction this April. It is a Pike & Dean's patent
plane. This is a rare patent plane. Not an awful lot is
known about the makers. An article in Plane Talk (1987)
describes a fore plane similar to this (but not in as good a
condition). It also mentions that one other is known, a
smoother. A second smoother was pictured in Roger
Smith's PT AMPIA Vol.IL That's about it. The plane is
stamped on the side: PIKE & DEAN'S PAT. MAR.23,75.
The patent number is 161,213 granted to Asahel H. Dean
of Philadelphia. It is assumed that Pike was his partner.
The "ring", which is an integral part of the cap, provides a
circular base for the cap to rotate when the cap screw is
tightened. All parts are original and in excellent as-found
condition. Nothing has been touched. For serious patent
plane collectors.

